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Introduction:

The purpose of this guide is to make installing and using the TLCD library as easy as possible. 
Herein are detailed instructions on what needs to be accomplished to build the TLCD library and get  a 
Hitachi  compatible 2  x  16  alphanumeric  LCD working  properly.   The  beginning  is  devoted  to 
providing some important background information.  Following that, a set of steps has been included to 
organize the installation in the best possible way.  Some applications might need to work through all  
the steps while users of the Explorer 16 board might be able run with the defaults.  Regardless of the  
application, the easiest approach is to use as many of the default configurations and settings as possible 
to get started.  From here settings and configurations can be tweaked as required.  Every effort has been 
made to make this as easy and straight forward as possible.  Creating a custom build, in most cases, 
requires only simple edits to the LumexLCD.h header file.  None of which are difficult but do required 
attentiveness  to  details.   It  only takes  a  single mistake or  improperly set  parameter  to  corrupt  the 
operation of the LCD.  Directions on how to perform the correct configuration edits to LumexLCD.h 
have been included in this guide.  No source code modifications will be required  unless the TLCD 
library is being configured for very exceptional circumstances or for an LCD that doesn't conform to 
the Hitachi  instruction set.   All  header  and source files have been thoroughly commented  to  help 
anyone using or enhancing the product.

All  the  functions  of  the  TLCD  library  have  been  written  in  C  using  straight  forward 
programming  techniques.   Minimal  usage  of  compiler  dependent  features  has  been  completely 
eliminated or confined to MCU specific areas.  For example, the C30  attribute parameter has  been 
used to load several tables into code space.  C18 users would need to change this to const rom.  The 
overriding  goal  is to make the C code  transportable while keeping it  easy to read,  understand and 
modify as possible.  Having an understanding of C, LCDs and MCU architecture will allow a more in 
depth understanding of the  TLCD library,  its  installation and usage.   Although not required at  the 
expert level, this document assumes the end user possesses a good working knowledge of the hardware 
and software involved.

In most cases a single  C function  occupies a single source file.  The exception is  LCD_IO.c 
which  contains  all  of  the  required  low level  LCD hardware  functions.   Having  all  the  low level 
functions in a single source file offers advantages should modifications be required.  Elsewhere the idea 
is make the source code, compact, efficient and easy to use.   Perhaps, for some IDEs, this will provide 
a slightly smaller program that runs quicker.  The library concept of providing a collection of functions 
to an application through a link library (or archive) allows for efficient inclusion of individual modules. 
Any modules that aren't called in the main program and/or called by dependencies won't become part 
of  the final build.  This keeps program size to the minimum required and avoids wasting valuable 
memory space with code that never gets called.  Maintain an easy to understand relationship between 
function names and their source code files has obvious advantages.
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Development Platform:

All the programs included in the TLCD library were developed using Microchip's MPLAB IDE 
V8.70  and  the  ICD 3 programmer  running under  Windows XP.   The PC and O/S  software  were 
Oracle's VirtualBox virtual machine running Windows XP as a guest hosted by Linux Mint 14 running 
on a Dell Inspiron 1501.  The MPLAB tool suite was as follows:

- C30 Optimizing Compiler (pic30-gcc.exe v3.31)
- MPASM Macro Assembler (pic30-as.exe v3.31)
- MPLINK Object Module Linker (pic30-ld.exe v3.31)
- MPLIB Object Module Librarian (pic30-ar.exe v3.31)

The library has been tested with Lumex and Tianma 16 x 2 LCDs as supplied with Microchip's 
Explorer  16 board using PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU running at  32 MHz.  Included with the  TLCD 
library is a simple “Hello World” demo and a comprehensive demo that exercises all the features of the 
TLCD library.  It's best to start with the simple demo first and increase complexity from there.  Both 4 
and 8  bit  data  lengths  have  been tested  for  each LCD.   This  was  done  to  verify the  conditional 
compilation  and  resulting code  generated  from  changes  in  LumexLCD.h as  well  as  the  LCDs 
themselves.  For each test case, the TLCD library was completely rebuilt to check the different builds. 
A new build of the demo program (TLCD_Demo.c) was then used to exercise all the features and 
functions of the TLCD.  Although these test cases are not exhaustive, they do utilize enough variations 
to verify all the features of the TLCD library code, header files and ease of changeability.  It's assumed 
that if this base functionality is correct it will be so for other environments.  This assertion is correct to 
the extent a given configuration has been carried out correctly by the installer.  It all assumes no glaring 
inconsistencies exist between LCD controller chips touted to be Hitachi compatible.  Owing to normal 
and customary differences in MCUs and controller chips,  complete  portability of the TLCD library's 
unmodified C functions can't be guaranteed.  That said, it will run on the vast majority of application 
platforms.

Compiler Options, Memory and Architecture:

The PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU uses  a modified Harvard Architecture computer model.  This 
means separate program and data memory buses exist which allow simultaneous fetching of both data 
and instructions.  This results in fast program execution.  It also results in a slightly more complex 
memory model which must be dealt with when writing a compiler and developing application software. 
The C ANSI/ISO standard allows for code and data to be in different places but it isn't sufficient to  
locate data in the code space as well.  The C30 compiler introduces the attribute qualifier  (rom and 
ram for C18 users) which allows further specification of objects located in the memory spaces.  If the 
TLCD C source code will be compiled on a different platform (something other than C30), replacing 
the  attribute  qualifier  will  be required to avoid compilation errors.   Two arrays which function as 
lookup  tables  are  declared  using  the  attribute.  These  are  LCD_LnAddr[] (DDRAM  column  1 
address for each LCD line) and Cust_CG[] (custom character bit patterns) both of which are declared 
in  LumexLCD.h  If the usage of custom characters has been turned off, only the  LCD_LnAddr[] 
variable's declaration may need alteration.  Whatever declaration is used, the customary approach is to 
place static lookup tables in program memory as constants.  Otherwise the C source code complies with 
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the ANSI/ISO standards.  No in line assembly code is used.  None of the TLCD functions use recursion 
which saves on stack space.  No dynamic data structures are being used so no heap space isn't required.

Compilers have many options,  all  of which vary according to the target processor they are 
compiling code for.  When building the TLCD library, make sure that the source is compiled with the 
same options as the main application.  For example, compiling the TLCD C source using static function 
parameters and trying to link that with a main application that uses stack based function parameters is 
going to  cause  problems.   The  same can  be  said  for  memory model  options.   Make  sure  all  are 
consistent and compatible within the entire application. 

Linker Options:

Linking is the process by which all object files (.o or .O) are brought together into a single 
executable file.  Object files are those coming from the application project as well as those contained in 
one or more link libraries (.a files).  As object files get assembled into an executable, addresses are 
resolved and memory space is allocated as required to name just a few basic linker operations.  In 
reality the linking process is much more complex than this.  With the C30 toolset, a linker script (.gld 
file) is provided to allow control over the linker process by setting options within the script.  In the vast 
majority of applications the default linker script(s) will work fine.  One area of importance with using 
the TLCD library (archive) is instructing the linker where to look for library files.  This provides access 
to any and all TLCD functions referenced in the main application.  A missing or not found library 
(archive) will generate unresolved external references causing the application build to fail.  Many IDEs 
simply allow adding a link library (archive) to the project.  Use this feature if it's available.  If not 
available, the TLCD library will need to be made available to the linker using either a command line 
switch or linker script statement.  Consult the linker's documentation to discover how this should be 
done.

Building a Library:

A link library is a single file that contains a collection of related relocatable object modules.  In 
general, libraries are built around a common theme of functionality like I/O, math, string, etc.  For 
example, the TLCD library contains all the functions relating to displaying/managing alphanumeric 
data on a Hitachi compatible LCD.  Libraries offer a convenient and efficient way of using functions.  
Including a single library in the linker process provides access to all the functions contained within it.  
This could run into hundreds of functions for large complex applications.  Only those functions called 
from the library, however, become part of the executable.  Thus no dead code gets created.  Multiple 
libraries can be included in a search path allowing easy access to diverse processes.

Building libraries from object files requires the use of an object file librarian compatible with 
the development platform.  The librarian assembles object files into a single library file or archive.  
Formats for these files are usually manufacture specific although several common standards exist.  
Thus it's best to remain within a single development environment and tool suite to ensure a high level 
of compatibility.  A build file (batch command file for C30 toolset) has been provided with the TLCD 
package to create the TLCD library or archive.  More information about how to use the build file is 
provided later in this document.
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The TLCD Package:

The  complete  TLCD  package  is  distributed  on  a  source  code  disc.   It  contains 3 PDF 
documents,  demo  video,  build  files,  sample  programs and  complete  C  source  code.  The  PDF 
documents and demo video are also available free on line.  The source code disc must be purchased. 
The major components in the package are listed below:

- Introduction (free PDF file)
- Reference (free PDF file)
- Installation Guide (free PDF file)
- Test Drive Version (free)
- Source Code Disc (Must Be Purchased)

Please review the documentation to determine if the TLCD package is appropriate for a specific MCU 
application before purchasing the TLCD package.

Installation:

The LumexLCD.h contains all the settings, configurations and parameters required to setup the 
TLCD source code for a specific application.  If you're running an Explorer 16 board, very little if any 
modifications will be required.  All the TLCD source code was developed on two Explorer 16 boards 
both running a PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU.  One board used the Lumex 16 x 2 LCD and the other board  
used a Tianma 16 x 2 LCD.  The settings within the header file were left intact for these LCDs and 
MCU.  Make a copy of this file onto the target PC in a subdirectory appropriately named so it can be 
opened and edited.  The steps presented below all refer to edits that might be required to LumexLCD.h 

Step 1:

The device specific header file will need to be changed to match the MCU being used in the 
application.  Currently this is set to p24FJ256gb110.h  See the #include statement at the beginning of 
LumexLCD.h.

Step 2:

There is a group of 15 LCD and MCU specific defines that begin with  LCDDLEN and end 
with LCD_TRIS.  Each one is commented as to its function and purpose.  Follow the comments and 
set the first 4 to match the physical properties of the LCD being used.  These include data length,  
display size, display RAM size and line count.  Note the table  LCD_LnAddr[] contains the default 
DDRAM addresses  of  each  LCD line.   For  a  Hitachi  compatible  LCD,  line  1  character  1  has  a 
DDRAM address of 0x00.  Line 2 character 1 has a DDRAM address of 0x40.  Change these as 
required.  The table is near the end of the header file before the custom character bit patterns.
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Step 3:

When the LCD initializes and the data length is set, it also needs to know what font is being 
used and the number of lines (1 or 2) to use.  The defines INITFONT and INITLINES take care of 
this.  Change these only if something other than 2 lines and the 5x8 font are required.  The alternate 
values are in the comment lines.

Step 4:

 The LCD requires  register  select  (RS),  read/write  (RW) and Enable (E) control  lines  to  be 
defined.  These are always output and a function of how the LCD is wired to the MCU.  Code should  
be included here that allows setting (1 bit) or clearing (0 bit) each one of the control lines out through 
the port pins designated to handle these control functions..  For example, LCD_E = 1;  should bring the 
LCD's E line high.  LCD_E = 0; should bring the E line low.  Same scenario for the other two control 
lines.  This is hardware and wiring specific.  What is used here depends on which port(s) and pins are 
being used  to control (RS, RW and E lines) the LCD.  Macros within the MCU device specific header 
file may allow individual bits within a port to be referenced.  These macros are convenient if available.

Step 5:

On some MCUs, bits in a data direction register tell the processor whether a port is receiving 
(input) data or sending it (output).  On the PIC24F family processors this register is known as TRISx. 
The TRIS_LCD_E, TRIS_LCD_RW and TRIS_LCD_RS defines take care of setting these port pins 
for output.  For example on the PIC24F family MCU, the line TRIS_LCD_E = 0; will clear the bit in 
the data direction register which makes the LCD's E line port pin an output.  Macros within the MCU 
device specific header file may allow individual bits within a port to be referenced.  These macros are 
convenient if available.

Step 6:

LCD_IN, LCD_OUT and LCD_TRIS tell the system which ports will be used for sending and 
receiving data.  The assumption is the same port will be used for both.  8 bits are required for a data 
length setting of 8 bits.  4 bits are required for a data length setting of 4 bits.  The LCD_TRIS define 
tells the system what data direction register to use for the data port.  The convention is set bits  (1) 
indicate input and clear bits  (0) indicate output.  The hardware functions that read/write data to/from 
the LCD will need this to setup the port properly for the LCD I/O operations.  All of these functions are 
contained within source file LCD_IO.c  It may be worth looking at to further clarify what's expected 
and to discover how the low level functions are organized and written.

Step 7:

Proper timing of signals and data flow are required in order for the LCD hardware to function 
properly.  The DELAY defines provide a place to adjust the timing.  All of them are commented with 
their function.  These have been adjusted for a PIC24F series processor running at 32 MHz.  It might be 
a good idea to leave the defaults in place to start with.  Timing problems are more critical when reading 
the LCD display.  Look here first if the LCD isn't working properly.  Controller chips also vary slightly  
in their timing requirements even though they claim compatibility with the Hitachi standard.
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Step 8:

The LCD_IOMSK defines tell the system which bits are active within the port.  A “1” indicates 
an active port pin for data.  The defaults are bits 0-7 are used for 8 bit systems and bits 4-7 are used for 
4 bit systems.  These masks supply the proper settings for the data direction register.  The idea is to  
allow the LCD to send/receive data only on the pins it's wired to.  Leaving the other pins available for 
something else.  If the entire port's width is consumed with the LCD data lines, then the masks would 
be all 1's.  Settings must match how the LCD has been wired to the MCU's port.

Step 9:

The TLCD library's string functions process two character codes for a new line.  The character 
codes are set with LCD_NL1 and LCD_NL2.  These have been set to 0x0d (carriage return) and 0x0a 
(line feed).  Most applications will find these standard defaults acceptable.  Change these as required. 
The LCD requires initialization using a call to function Lmx_Init() which takes four parameters.  For  
convenience, a commonly used set of initialization parameters has been defined as LCDSET1 which 
uses the entire LCD window for output, turns off debugging information and enters character from the 
top down.  If required, create alternate parameter sets by adding additional defines.

Step 10:

The TLCD library  supports  the 8 custom character  bit  patterns  available  within the  LCD's 
character generator RAM.  The define  CUSTOMCG is set to either TRUE or FALSE to enable or 
disable this feature.  Setting this to FALSE saves allocating a 64 byte bit pattern table and the small 
overhead of initializing the LCD with the bit patterns stored in this table.  Set to TRUE if custom 
characters will be required.  The bit pattern table is at the end of LumexLCD.h and contains 8 default 
character patterns.  A set of 8 example characters has been defined as a guide.  Edit these as required 
for custom characters.  

Step 11:

If the application requires a virtual page, the page size in lines and columns needs to be defined. 
VIRTUALPG and VIRTUALLN are set accordingly.  8 bit unsigned arithmetic is used to manage the 
table.   Keep this  in  mind when deciding  on line and character  limits.   The virtual  page  buffer  is 
allocated as a  static array in the MCU's data memory space at compile time.  A page 8 lines by 80 
columns  would  consume  640  bytes  of  memory.   Setting  these  to  LCDMAXLN and  LCDLLEN 
respectively effectively disables the virtual page.  This setting uses 32 bytes of memory and allows the 
virtual  paging read/write  function  to  work.   Scrolling  and shifting  will  simply wrap the  lines  and 
columns around the LCD's display space.  It does provide a small alternate display space which might 
benefit some applications.  The real power of this feature is handling a page larger than the LCD's 
DDRAM.  The default setting is a virtual page 8 lines by 80 characters long.
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Step 12:

Consideration has been given to using sprintf() to create formatted output.  sprintf() has data 
formatting and conversion capabilities  that  come in handy for many display situations.  A define has 
been included in LumexLCD.h (sprintf_Buf_Size) which allows a static array to be allocated of “n” 
bytes. Assigning a value to  sprintf_Buf_Size  creates a global character array named  sprintf_BUF. 
Remember to add 1 additional byte to allow for the  NULL character that  sprintf() will add to the 
string.  Commenting this  define out will disable the creation of the global character array.  If more 
appropriate, an application can simply declare a local character array as the target for sprintf().  Coding 
examples are shown below:

#define  sprintf_Buf_Size 21

sprintf(sprintf_BUF, “My Output %d”, 123);
LCD_puts(sprintf_BUF);

or
char buf20[21];

sprintf(buf20, “My Output %d”, 123);
LCD_puts(buf20);

This will output My Output 123 on the LCD.

More About Header File Lumex.h:

The above 12 steps will “customize” the source to a given application.  If carried out correctly 
this will allow all the TLCD functions to work as designed.  A lot of additional information has been 
included in the header file beyond just the installation specifics.  It's a good idea to print out this file 
and have it handy when using the library.  It contains prototypes for all the TLCD functions and lists  
many macros that come in handy when building applications.  The TLCD Reference Guide is another 
very useful document to keep handy as well.   This includes a complete reference listing of all the 
TLCD functions, explanations of operation and coding examples.

Building The TLCD Library:

Once all the installation above steps above have been completed, a working TLCD link library 
can  be  built.   It  is  this  library  that  will  be  included  when  linking  your  application  to  create  the 
download for the target MCU.  All of the compiling and linking must be done within an IDE platform 
that generates a compatible program file for the target MCU device type.  All of the TLCD functions 
can be used within the application once a proper TLCD link library has been created.  Note that a 
programming device (like MPLAB ICD 3) will  be needed to “flash” the MCU's memory  with an 
application.

A DOS batch file (cl.bat) has been included on the source code disk within the source code 
subdirectory.   Copy  all  the  source  code  and  cl.bat into  the  same  working  directory  used  to  edit 
LumexLCD.h  DO NOT accidentally  overwrite  the  changes  to  the  header  file  by  inadvertently 
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copying it from the source code directory.  At this point all the source code, edited header file and BAT 
file should be in the same working directory.  The BAT file simply loops through all the C source code 
files and compiles each one.  It has been setup for the C30 toolset.  If required, change the command 
that  invokes  the  compiler  and any  switch  settings  that  control  memory models,  optimization,  etc. 
Adjust the search paths if/as required so the compiler and librarian can be invoked from within the 
source code directory.  Once all the source code has been successfully compiled a collection of object 
files will have been created.  Make sure all library modules and the application main program are 
compiled with exactly the same options, optimization level and settings.

Once all  the  object  files  have  been  created,  they  need to  be  assembled into  a  link  library 
(archive).  A single command line performs this by looping over all the object files and adding each one 
to the library.  This has been setup for the C30 toolset.  Change the command line and switch settings 
if/as  required  for  the  development  environment  being  used.   The  goal  is  to  achieve  a  successful 
compilation of all the source code and assemble the object files into a link library.  Feel free to change 
the name of the library as required.  The list below shows all the modules that should be in the TLCD 
library:

*Modules Contained In TLCD Library:

LCDGet_RC.o LCDSet_RC.o LCD_Chars.o LCD_Clear.o 
LCD_ClrLn.o LCD_Home.o LCD_IO.o LCD_LSlide.o
LCD_NewLn.o LCD_RCputc.o LCD_RCputs.o LCD_Refresh.o
LCD_RShift1n.o LCD_RSlide.o LCD_Sdw.o LCD_Sup.o 
Lmx_DataLen.o Lmx_Init.o ScrollA_Win.o ScrollR_Win.o 
ShiftA_Win.o ShiftR_Win.o Shift_Rep.o VpgGet_RC.o 
VpgSet_RC.o Vpg_Chars.o Vpg_Clear.o Vpg_ClrLn.o 
Vpg_getc.o Vpg_Home.o Vpg_NewLn.o Vpg_RCputc.o 
Vpg_RCputs.o Vpg_Refresh.o Vpg_RShift1n.o

* Test drive version will contain only those modules in italics.  A list file (list.txt) has been included in 
the source file directory that shows the output from the library build process.

  At this point you should have a proper TLCD link library built.  If so, it is  now possible to 
attempt compiling and linking the simple C demo program (HelloWorld.c) that does nothing more than 
display “Hello World” on the LCD.  It has a variety of code snippets  that all use functions from the 
TLCD library.  The snippets are accessible by simply uncommenting a goto statement at the beginning 
of the program.  Run one test at a time.  The source code is well commented and extremely simple to 
follow.  The demo  performs some basic reading/writing of data from/to the LCD's DDRAM  which 
checks  wiring  and  timing.  The  idea  is  to  verify  the  LumexLCD.h settings,  hardware,  LCD 
initialization and other basic operations.   Hitachi compatible commands will be built by the TLCD 
functions and used to instruct the LCD's hardware.  The Hello World demo is a good first program to 
get started with.  Successfully compiling, linking, running the program and getting the desired output is 
a  BIG  step  forward  and  will  pave  the  way  towards  getting  the   complete  TLCD  package  fully 
operational.  The source code for the demos and an MPLAB project can be found in the TLCD_Demos 
subdirectory with the TLCD_System source file directory.
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The TLCD demos are listed below:

HelloWorld.c Goto snippet examples.
HelloWorld1.c Function based demos.
Comprehensive Demo.c Uses all the TLCD features.
Push_Button.c Includes an ISR to toggle LEDs

The above were developed on Microchip's Explorer 16 board and compiled using the C30 tool suite.

Help Getting HelloWorld.c Working:

If the HelloWorld.c demo is running the information presented herein can be  skipped or just 
read for informational purposes.  If the demo isn't producing the desired output or no output at all  
perhaps the information here will help diagnose the problem(s).

Before any software or timing problems can be effectively diagnosed, one must verify that the 
hardware RS, RW, E and data lines are functioning.  If you know for sure this isn't where the problem 
is there's no point in checking the signals.  That said, here are some helpful tips just to make sure you're 
getting the 0's and 1's when and where they should be.

Three macros control the RS, RW and E lines.  These are LCD_RS,  LCD_RW and LCD_E. 
By simply setting anyone of these to 0 or 1 will cause the corresponding line to move to that state.  See  
C example below:

LCD_RS = 0; /* Clear the RS line */

Write a small test program or include a code snippet in an existing program to clear/set the LCD's 
control lines.  Use an LED test light or VOM to measure the voltage at the LCD module for each signal 
(RS, RW and E).  Make sure each of these can be set and cleared by the macros.  This will verify the  
wiring and LumexLCD.h edits.  If the macros aren't working check and correct any wiring and coding 
errors.  Make sure the port used for these signals is set in the output direction.  Also the correct bit 
positions within the port are being assigned properly to the RS, RW and E functions.  Mixing these up 
will cause the LCD to not work.

Next is to check the data path which is DB0-DB7 in 8 bit  systems and DB4-DB7 in 4 bit 
systems.  DB7 is the most significant bit.  The TLCD function  LCD_Put() sends a data byte to the 
LCD as either a single 8 bit byte or two 4 bit nibbles.  If possible work in 8 bit data lengths which 
simplifies things.  You can write 0b10101010 and check those pins.  Then write 0b01010101 and check 
the pins again.  Make sure the 0's and 1's are in the correct positions within the LCD's data lines.  If this 
and the above all check out the hardware and low level functions are doing what they should.

Once the hardware is verified, it's possible to begin checking the software.  Before proceeding 
make sure the MCU configuration has been set properly.  If possible, blink some LEDs just to make 
sure programs and output are both working.  The best place to start with LCD diagnostics is to use the 
simplest of functions to get something to display.  We'll want to remove reading data from the LCD to 
start with.  That means avoiding the use of the LCD_Busy() function for the time being.  This can be 
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easily accomplished by replaced it with a simple hard coded delay.  Functions that read the LCD are 
usually the most troublesome.  Experiment with the timing settings here first.

If the LCD Vdd power up timing requirements are satisfied the LCD module will initialize itself 
after  Vdd  reaches  a stable  operating  voltage  (usually  3.3  to  5  VDC).   The  internal  power  on 
initialization executes a clear display (writes 0x20 to DDRAM), sets data length to 8 bits, selects the 
5x8 dot font,  sets AC = 0, selects dual line, turns off the cursor, turns off the blinking block cursor, sets  
AC increment to +1, turns the display shift off and turns the LCD display off.  These aren't standard 
and will probably vary by controller chip.  Note that the internal POR will take 30-50 milliseconds to 
complete.  During which the LCD is busy and can't communicate.  If Vdd doesn't rise fast enough the 
LCD internal POR circuit won't work properly leaving a display in an erratic state.  A properly reset 
display should be blank.   If unusual character patterns are present this indicates a failed reset.  Check 
the controller chip's data sheet for complete information about POR.  If the POR fails for some reason 
(slow rise of Vdd), the LCD can be initialized by software.  The TLCD library uses this approach.  The 
logic for this can be found in source file  Lmx_Init.c which is taken from the controller chip's data 
sheet.  The reason for this approach is that it  can rescue a failed POR and guarantee a proper  initial 
LCD state every time.

The LCD device must be initialized properly before commands and data can be sent through the 
interface.  Normally this is handled by a single call to Lmx_Init() which does a software initialization 
of the LCD as well as setting up the entire TLCD environment for proper operation.  Some IDE's will 
automatically reboot the MCU after a program is downloaded.  When testing, this reboot doesn't mean 
a power on reset of the LCD is triggered.  An LCD will thus be left in a previous state of initialization 
with the current reboot of a new program overlaying this.  The font and display line count selection via 
the function set command, for example, should only be executed once.  Doubling up on this may cause 
erratic LCD displays.  Something to be aware of when successively loading new program versions. 
The purest way to handle this is to remove the MCU's programming cable and do a complete power 
down (development board and LCD).  When powering up, the MCU reboots and  the  LCD will go 
through its POR.  Following that an LCD software initialization can occur.  Make sure these events 
occur less any conflicts and with proper delays for the LCD.

HelloWorld.c contains diagnostic code to help with debugging LCD interfaces.  Refer to the 
comments within the source file for details.  The TLCD library functions poll the LCD's busy bit to 
determine when the device is ready again.  This approach ensures the minimum wait times for LCD 
commands.  It also introduces a read instruction with its own peculiarities.  A common problem is for 
an LCD to not get read properly leaving the busy bit set.  A polling loop will thus become endless and  
hang  the  program.   There  is  a  simplified  initialization  function  within  HelloWorld.c (called 
LCD_Test_Init() ) that hard codes the instruction delays and thus avoids using any LCD reads.  Use 
this if LCD read problems are suspected of causing problems.

Many other diagnostic snippets of code have been included to help with finding out where 
problems are.  Use these as required to isolate what's not working.  If possible, reducing processor 
speed might help reveal timing problems.  A batch file has also been included to compile and replace a 
single object file within the TLCD library.  Its name is cl1.bat and using it will save time by avoided 
having to rebuild the entire library for each change.  See below for how this command is specified:

c:>cl1 MyCFile
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In  most  cases  lengthly  trouble  shooting  won't  be  necessary.   But  it's  good  to  have  the  tools, 
understanding and approaches necessary to resolve problems should they occur.  The TLCD library has 
received extensive testing and will work fine with the vast majority of Hitachi compatible LCDs.  That  
said,  run  all  the  examples  in  HelloWorld.c just  for  completeness.   If  everything  has  been  setup 
properly  these  should  all  deliver  the  expected  output.   Once  all  of  this  is  working  then  run  the 
comprehensive demo which exercises all the TLCD commands, features and functions.

Formatted Output: (Repeated here from step 12)

If you need the formating capability of the C function printf(), use sprintf() instead.  A define 
(sprintf_Buf_Size) has been included in LumexLCD.h to allocate a global array of “n” bytes.  Simple 
uncomment this line and assign a size value to it.  The array that gets created is named sprintf_BUF 
and can be used with sprintf() for formatted output as shown below:

sprintf(sprintf_BUF, “My Output = %d”, 123);
LCD_puts(sprintf_BUF);

 This will display My Output = 123 on the LCD.

It is also possible to declare a local character array which can substitute for sprintf_BUF.  This may be 
better for some applications.  Make sure to add 1 extra byte for the NULL terminating character that 
sprintf() will add to the string.

Interrupts:

The TLCD library functions can be used with interrupts.  Because of the asynchronous nature of 
an  interrupt,  data  flow  to  and  from the  LCD's  controller  can  be  interrupted  at  any  time.   Some 
controllers (like the Novatek) are sensitive to the timing alterations interrupts introduce.  This will 
cause the LCD to blank out and/or become corrupted.  The most critical areas are those functions that  
read  data  from  the  LCD.   Especially  the  LCD_Busy() function.   Two  defines  INT_BOFF and 
INT_BON have been provided to protect the code within LCD_Busy().  All these do is introduce code 
that  turns  off  interrupts while  the  LCD_Busy() function is  being polled.   The code is  application 
specific and will need to be custom written.  Some controller chips like the Samsung aren't bothered by 
being interrupted.   The  LCD_Busy() function  will  introduce  delays  anywhere  from 2mS to  40uS 
depending on what command the LCD is trying to complete.  The clear display is the slowest at 2mS.  
Uncomment  the  defines  if  the  LCD_Busy() function  needs  to  be  protected.   The  demo program 
Push_Button.c uses an ISR.  This program can be used as a good test case to determine if a specific 
controller chip is sensitive to being interrupted.
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Conclusions:

The TLCD library of functions offers the system design a powerful set of tools to easily manage 
an LCD using just the basics or to go beyond the physical limits of the LCD with virtual paging.  Using 
shifting and scroll, a virtual page much larger than the LCD itself can be easily viewed.  (A user input 
device like a  navigation switch or push buttons will  need to  be present  to  make shifting/scrolling 
interactive.)  This allows for creating a better human interface than would otherwise be available with 
just  the basic LCD.  16 x 2 LCD modules are inexpensive and readily available  making them an 
excellent choice  for  many embedded processor applications.  The TLCD library will make  using  an 
alphanumeric LCD within an application much easier.

The TLCD package requires configuring as detailed in the 12 steps contained within this guide. 
Following through these carefully will ensure the quickest possible installation.  The TLCD package 
has  been  designed  to  work  in  a  wide  variety  of  MCU  environments.   Except  very  specialized 
applications, all the configuration can be handled from a single file (LumexLCD.h).  Make sure to 
make a copy of any original file before editing it.

The  HelloWorld.c source  file  contains  helpful  diagnostic  code  snippets  which  can  be  run 
simply by uncommenting a  goto statement.  12 routines are included here that exercise a variety of 
LCD commands.  See the list below:

1)   Output Hello World 
2)   Output on two LCD lines
3)   Using row/column positioning
4)   Turning on the cursors
5)   Debug write to LCD DDRAM single line
6)   Debug write to LCD DDRAM two lines 
7)   LCD read busy flag BF=1
8)   Poll LCD busy flag BF=0
9)   Read the contents of the AC 
10) Output a line then reverse it on line 2
11) Output a formatted string using sprintf() 
12) Use the animated slide output

Comments are include within the source file to explain how to use  this.  Some extra code has been 
included for Explorer 16 users.  Get this C program working first before running the comprehensive 
demo.

Most Hitachi compatible LCD data sheets stipulate between 30-50 milliseconds of time for 
POR after Vdd reaches a stable threshold.  When both a development board and LCD module share a  
common DC supply, two parallel POR operations are running concurrently when power returns.  It may 
be necessary to provide a generous delay (500 milliseconds) in the code prior to doing the standard 
TLCD initialization handled by function Lmx_Init().  If brief erratic output in being noticed which can 
be cleared by resetting (Vdd remains on) the MCU, chances are more delay time is required in the 
code.  Experiment with times to arrive at the least amount of time that allows a proper startup.
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The TLCD library consumes program and memory space based on function usage and virtual 
page buffer size.  A simple function set with no virtual paging can provide enough capability to handle 
many display situations.  The HelloWorld.c program compiled with C30 uses 2,325 bytes of program 
memory and 656 bytes of  data  memory.   A standard optimization level  was used with procedural 
abstraction turned on. 

The TLCD library provides all the tools required to manage LCD output.   That said, many 
specialized functions can be written using the TLCD library as a building block.  Be creative and 
experiment with the many possibilities available.  Both DDRAM based and virtual paging output can 
be combined or used side by side.   This allows for more flexible display management.   Study the 
comprehensive demo program to get ideas for your own applications.  Good luck with developing your 
embedded processor application.  I hope you enjoy using the TLCD library as much as I have enjoyed 
developing it.
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